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DESCRIPTION OF THE RM5 wee

The RM5 equipment is a gauss ray, spectrometer. It yields a display that can

show the distribution of energies of gamma rays emitted by a iil datas substance.

It consists of 3 units: |

4. A detector unit consisting of a 3" x 3" gediiin’ tedids scintillation de-

tector coupled to a 3" photomultiplier tube.

2, A modified Tektronix 515 oscilloscope.

3. A Dumont-Polaroid land camera, type 339, with a special shutter release

solenoid.

When a photon (or gamma, ray) strikes the NaI scintillation crystal, it loses

all, or a part of, its energy to the crystal. The crystal emits a light flash

the aphene ay of which is proportional to the energy lost by the photon in the

crystal. This light flash is converted into an electrical signal by the photomulti-

plier tube. This electrical signal is sent to the main unit, a cathode ray os-

cilloscope, where it is amplified and shaped and produces a vertical deflection of

the cathode ray tube beam. It also turns on the beam, and initiates a horizontal

sweep ef the beam. The net result is the appearance of a horizontal trace of light.

on the cathode ray tube face which is displaced upward from the bottom of the scale.

The amount of vertical deflection is proportional to the energy lost by the photon

in the detector crystal. Therefore the vertical scale on the oscilloscope is a

gaume ray energy scale.

._ A camera is provided to obtain a photographic accumulation of pulses over

long tines.

Desexiyien of the “Modification of the Tektronix 515 Oscilloscope

The following changes were made :

1. The VERTICAL AMPLIFIER (except for output tubes and delay line) was re-

moved and replaced by a "LINEAR AMPLIFIER" designed for scintillation spectrometry.
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“2, The TIME BASE TRIGGER (SWEEP TRIGGER) was vired in a single condition,

“AC mode, + trigger,” and the excess components removed.

3. ‘The TIME BASE GENERATOR (SWEEP GENERATOR) was wired in a single condition

and excess components removed. The GATE OUT and SAWTOOTH our cathode followers

were removed. ,

4. The SWEEP TIMING SWITCH was removed and replaced by a single capacitor

and resistor. |

5.. The HORIZONTAL AMPLIFIER (SWEEP AMPLIFIER) was modified by removing the

| input cathode follower and all magnifier circuitry.

6. The CALIBRATOR was spent viedt entirely.

*, “the POWER SUPPLY was modified only slightly as a result of the other

changes. (Remove R620, R650, C650. ‘prop across R660, 2.05V. Drop across R630,

0. 42V. Drop across R601, 0.90V.) | : 3

8, The CRT circuit was modified to provide high voltage for the photomlti-

plier and to provide information He tk INTENSITY INDICATOR.

9. An EXPOSURE COUNTER was added to provide a means of accumulating a certain.

number of pulses on the photographic record. : |

‘These modifications are now described in detail. See also attached photo-

graphs, circuit diagrams, and parts lists. | 7

The LINEAR AMPLIFIER is so-called because of its property of Broviding a

voltage output proportional to charge input with extremely good Linearity. In

addition it is designed to perform a pulse shaping function and to recover quickly

and gracefully from extreme overloads. It is Henly fed back to provide good gain

stability and tube life. The output pulse is symmetrical about the base line whieh

helps to prevent pase line shift with duty cycle variations and with large overloads.

The first group of the amplifier consists of V330 and V340. It has a gain

of 1 or 3 and integrates the charge from the photomultiplier. Its output is a
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quick rise (T = 0.25 psec due to the Nal crystal) and a slow fall (T = 330 psec, set

by R335 and C335). Due to the large feedback factor in this group, very large

input pulses (over 80 volts with A = 1) are necessary to overload in a manner de-

leterious to the suas Shape and recovery.

The cued delay line at the input to the second group performs the first

differentiation and shapes the pulse to 2 use from start of rise to start of fall.

R352 and R353 make up the termination impedance of the line, and R354 and R355 pro-

vide compensation rat line losses. The gain of the group is about 20 so that the

overall gain from C345 to 0362 is 10 since there is a gain of 1/2 at the delay line.

‘The first gain group also drives the attenuator, (ENERGY RANCEy 300). This

‘attenuator forms the termination of the second delay line differentiator. It is the

action of the second line that provides the lower half of the symmetrical output

pulse. The attenuator is a constant impedance seen from either side and has 3

positions which correspond to gamma ray energies of 0.9, 3, and 9 Mev at full (5 cm)

deflection on the CRT. |

The output group is made up by including V390 and V400, the existing output

tubes, into a feedback group with V370. Feedback is connected from the plate of

V390 to cathode of V370 and V400 is a simple paraphase tube driven by cathode coup-

‘ling from V390. Vertical positioning, (ZERO ADJUST, R406) is accomplished by vary- _

ing the grid potential of V400. |

The original delay line network and trigger cathode sui jivene are retained

essentially unaltered.

The TIME BASE TRIGGER was wired in the AC mode , + trigger position and the

“§RIGGER SELECTOR switch removed. The TRIGGERING LEVEL control was removed; over
i: : ;

| very smal) limits, the TRIGGER LEVEL CENTERING can serve the same function. This

control has been mounted on the front panel and re-named SWEEP TRIGGER LEVEL. The
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unused grid of V10 (triode grid, pin 9) is used as an injection point for pulses

from the base line generator (in the EXPOSURE COUNTER).

The TIME BASE GENERATOR was also wired in a fixed position. The sweep speed

is set fairly fast (C160 and R150) to get a reasonable lockout time, 8 psec, set

by the holdoff cireuit. Hath the attenuation in ‘the HORIZONTAL AMPLIFIER the

result and sweep speed Thee sede. 4 em deflection per 2 usec.

The gate and sawtooth cathode followers were removed as unneeded. A signal

yes obtained from the plate of V120A, unblanking river, to use as a correction

signal in removing the spike from the CRT current waveform. (As described in the

paragraphs on the EXPOSURE COUNTER, the CRT unblanking current is used to drive the

INTENSITY INDICATOR. )

The HORIZONTAL AMPLIFIER was simplified by removing circuitry unneeded for

the purpose. The magnifier was removed and the SWEEP MAG. REGIS. pot., R235, was

wired to serve as HORIZONTAL POSITION. V210 was removed, and coupling made from

V160A to V250A via the attenuator. , :

‘The EXPOSURE COUNTER is used to determine the number of pulse photographed at

the face of the CRT, and operates in cenane ures with foe camera.

When. the instrument is operating, the display is continuous (whether the camera

is used sep not) and can be viewed by apeeten the camera. housing or by removing the

camera as desired. , ,

When the camera is used for recording a display, the shutter is set on BULB.

The shutter is opened manually by piswiiie hie handle on the side of the release

mechanism. This starts the exposure counter and lights the SHUTTER OPEN light

on the front panel. When the desired number of pulses are obtained, the shutter

closes.

The exposure counter's operation is as follows :
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Unblenking pulses from the cathode of V120A are fed to V830B, a cathode follower

which drives a pump circuit (D845, D846) and an integrator circuit, V840A. Each

duinivhkcing pulse, representing a sweep of the CRT, pumps the cathode of V840A

(and “ia rid of V850A) a small amount negative. ,

When sufficient pulses have been counted to pump the cathode of V840A down |

to apauy -40 volts, the base line generator, V850, free-runs. "Baseline pulses"

are fed to the grid of V10B in the TIME BASE TRIGGER where they initiate horizontal

sweeps with no vertical deflection, thereby producing a "zero" on the energy scale,

"Baseline pulses" are also totaled by VS#0B and V780B and at about 25 milliseconds

after the onset of the baseline generator operation, V780B initiates the release of

the shutter mechanism. }

When the shutter is closed, a microswitch in the shutter release mechanism

shorts the integrator capacitor, C340, and holds the cathode of VS40A somewhat

above ground. When — handle is depressed, the relay latches open, and. opens the

microswitch and allows VBNOA to integrate. (The other side of the microswitch is

used to light the SHUTTER OPEN bulb.) When the relay is tetpped by V780B at the

end of the cycle, the microswitch closes and locks the integrator.

Pulses (vertical C.R.T. deflections) off the energy scale (and hence represent- |

ing overloads) should not be included inthe counting for proper exposure. There-

fore an overload discriminator, v820,; announces overloads as such and the discrimi-

nator output is used via V830A to pump positive (or oppositely to the aE ny See ee

by D840 and D841 on the integrator, and inhibiting ane count for that sweep. The

discriminator itself is a biased univibrator whose output yuase is set to matah the

shape of the unblanking pulse.

The EXPOSURE COUNTS switch (SW 800) provides for shutter operation at the end
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The baseline generator can be made to free-run by pushing the INTENSITY SET.

Set rutenss I meter to
indicator. y, It will also terminate an exposure oe the’ shutter a een Span.
button. This provides a bias of pulses to ae api ly by pee oy the INTENSITY

To the CRT circuit has been added provision for the photomultiplier high

voltage by means of a coarse and fine series resistance control. The values have

been adjusted to provide a supply of around 750 volts to 1200V with the phototube

connected. With the phototube disconnected the H.V. out terminal presents ~1675 at

4 megohms source impedance.

The current vies of the CRT are read by a peak-reading voltmeter, V780A, and

‘give a reading of CRT beam intensity on the INTENSITY meter.

The low voltage power supply has been only slightly altered, as noted before.

The filament power for the exposure counter is fbtainea from the same wifiding as the

sweep circuits (6.3V@ 5A). The filaments of V390, V400, and V410 have been strapped

to + 100V in the linear amplifier.

A bezel mounts the camera, and a special graticule gives an energy scale on the

face of the CRT. |

A new panel ia seen on Photo 43411 is required.

In the parts list, only new or altered components are listed. Unless other-

wise noted, composition resistors are Allen Bradley. The note "SM" denotes Arnhold

Ceramic Stemag deposited carbon resistors, which could be supplied by ORNL.
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CONSTRUCTION OF BUSHING MOUNTED DELAY LINES FROM HH16O00L CABLE STOCK

R. Re Hell

5/21/58

The mechanical and material features of the HH1600L delay cable make it very

eueinive to heat damage. The standard practice of using soldered type mounting

bushings demands extreme ore nan creates a high mortality rate.

, A heatless type bushing has been devised at ORNL and tried with good results.

The bushing is an IPC28000 (UG932/U) cable connector modified as per drawing. The

preparation of the cable is facilitated by the following procedure:

1) eat desired length of cable plus 2 inches extra for fabrication and possible

second try. ,

2) Install nut, flat washer and rubber washer in manner common to the UG932/U

connector. Temporarily position them well back from the end of the cable.

The sequence of the nut and washers will now dictate the end to receive.

the bushing.

3) Remove 3/4 inch of jacket and outer wrapping from each end of cable. Do

not nick the shield wires.

4) To prevent pulling out the shield wires while scraping, turn wires backward

over the jacket of the "un-bushed" end and temporarily tape snugly.

5) On the bushing end, fan out the shield wires to slightly more the 90 degrees

| from the cable. To do this, use a knife point with care not to disturb

the polystyrene inner wrapping.

6) Secure the exposed inner wrapping to the center conductor coil with two

turns of black plastic electrical tape, 1/2 inch wide, placed close against

shield wires and wound in proper direction to tighten the polystyrene

wrapping. Wind the tape snugly but not vices odes the center wire must

be pulled out later.



7)

8)

9)

10)

11)

“2x

For scraping the insulation from the shield wires, prepare a dressed wooden

block jig about 2 x 4 x 10 inches with a 5/16 inch wide, 1/2 inch deep slot,

centered on a 2" x 4" face and parallel to the 2 inch dimension. Clamp the

wooden block to work bench so that the slot is vertical and overhangs the

bench.

Place the cable in the slot so that the shield wires fan. out on the top

surface (4" x 10") of the wooden block. Using a knife blade, near the point,

scrape the wires with gentle outward strokes, beginning close against the

core. The wire ends need no care since they will be cut off later. Rotate

the cable in the slot as needed to place the wires favorably for scraping.

Invert the cable in the slot to scrape the opposite sides of the wires.»

When the wires are reasonably clean of insulation, return them to their

original position and secure the ends, temporarily, algae to the core with

a one turn "hold down" wrap of bare solid wire near the end. Slip the

beveled washer, large diameter first, over the ends of the shield wires.

Rumeve the "hold-down" wrap and slide the beveled washer home against the

end of the outer jacket.

Turn the shield wires snugly over the beveled washer. Do not allow the wires

to cross. Cut off excess wire length evenly at the large diameter of the

poreled Cashay. Gently scrape off any visible insulation.

Slip the bushing body over the end of the cable until the shield wires are

bottomed in the bushing body. Keep the cable bottomed with slight pressure

while pushing the rubber washer in place against the beveled washer. Slide

the flat washer against the rubber washer. Slide the threaded nut into place

and thread, down tightly with pliers and wrench. Cut off any excess core with

a square cut at end of black tape. Postpone pulling out the center wire.



PREPARING THE UN-BUSHED END

The un-bushed end, either open or shorted, is prepared by extending the shield

wires past the end of core and collapsing the ends to a soldered joint. The shorted

end type is prepared as follows:

12) Remove the temporary tape wrap and lift the shield wires clear of the

jacket.

13) To cut the line cee proper length, start the measurement from the extreme

end of the bushing. Cut only the jacket at Sig aeeired length and remove the

excess jacket. Do not nick the shield wires.

14) Position the wires radially about 90 degrees from cable at the end of the

jacket. Cut off all wires to about 5/8 inch exposed length and scrape off

insulation as in step No. 8 except that good scraping is required only near

the ends.

15) Cut off the excess core assembly with a square cut close against the spreaded.

shield wires. Pick up the end of the center givevane pull out (unspiral)

about 2 inches. Clean insulation from center wire, with gentle scraping

or liquid wire stripper, on area that will contact ends of shield wires

when they are extended and collapsed.

16) Bend the shield wires back in line with and past the end of the cable.

Collapse the shield wires so as to form a cone shaped end over the center

Give Draw wire ends together, around the center wire, with a tie wrap of

small bare copper wire and solderall together. Cool quickly to prevent

heat damage. Cover cable end with sleeve or tape.

PREPARING OPEN ENDED LINE

17) The open ended line is prepared in same manner as the shorted type except

that ‘the center wire is not connected to the shield wires. After cutting



FINISHING

18)

19)

oie

of excess core (step 15) remove any remnants of center wire due to unsquare

cut and secure the "real" end with a drop of household cement.

OF BUSHING END

Pull out center conductor until its spiraling begins about even with the

threaded end of the bushing. Cut to desired length and remove insulation

near end.

Check resistance with ohnmeter. The center conductor, of shorted type line,

should measure about 70 ohms per cable foot. The open type line should, of

course, measure infinity.
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Syracuse

Bill Klacke

GeneralElectric Co., Schenectady, NLY.

Discussed modified 515 (Radiation Spectrometer.) They are presently
using a 200 channettime of fiight analyzer for ehecking the distribution

of energies of gamma rays. Will Bryant thought it might make a good

monitor device. EPI has taken over this nuclear lab,



George Edens

Will Marsh

Oak Ridge---Radiation Spectrometer

Dear George,

Oak Ridge has come up with a radiation spectrometer consisting of a
scintillation detector, a modified 515A, and a DuMont Polaroid camera.
A description is enclosed.

They would like us to bid on a couple of these, but before we bid, we'd
like to have an idea of its usefulness to other Nuclear people.

Can we have an early comment from your offices that traffic with Nuclear

installations or applications?

Best 9

ian



From:

Subject:

Inter-Office Communication

a

“if
;

Wileowerreh & Chuck Nolan ~ EG) Wi July 22, 1958

George Edens x JUL ee ‘al GHIGAGO
TEKTRONIX, INC.
PORTLAND, OREGON

Dear Will and Chuck:

Though the RM5 already looks pretty dead, here are

some Central Division comments which should help to reinforce

your decisions.

Largest objection seems to be to crippling a

perfectly good scope. In any event, it doesn't look like a

high demand item.

Best regards,

EB /ik G HOI GK
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RPUmsee

PORTLAN

George Edens | July 18, 1958

Don Clifford

Oak Ridge - - Modified 515A

Dear George:

Because our copy of Will's letter was delayed in getting to us
Inge asked that I offer my comments immediately. My sampling of

the impressions of appropriately engaged customers in this area

is therefore very sketchy.

I discussed the modified 515A with Elmo Brekhus at the LINAC Lab.

and with Dr. Blair at the University of Minnesota Physics Depart-

ment. Both felt that an instrument of the type described would be

extremely Limited in its usefulness.

Unless it be someone in the Chemistry Department, no one at the

U. is engaged in gamma ray spectroscopy. Dr. Blair felt that for

the general case there are easier ways of analyzing radiation, such

as by means of counters, etc. Dr. Blair suggested we talk to the

people at Argonne National Labs., as they might offer a more

representative opinion. Ve

One thought that persists with me is that a Heathkit Professional

scope is closer in its original form to the description of the

spectrometer scope than the 515A.

The information contained in the "Description of the RMS" is very

interesting, and certainly shows a great deal of resourcefulness on

the part of whoever did the necessary engineering. It contains

information that I feel will be useful in dealing with people in

nuclear applications.

Best always,

dig pecenne

D, OREGON



From:

Subject:

EGEIVE))|
JUL 23 1958

Inter-Office Communication rextRONX, INX
PORTLAND,

Inge Kremeyer Date: July 15, 1958

Bill Ward

Oak Ridge---Radiation Spectrometer

Dear Inge:

I have one customer who is involved in a project similar to

this. This customer is Westinghouse Engineering Center and

the Person involved is Dr. Stan Ruby.

Not too sure as to how much interest this conglomeration

would generate down there since they have a new 545 which

they are working into their program, in fact, I spent some-

time with Dr. Ruby last week going over the operation of the

545.

At any rate, the market looks quite limited from here.

Best regards,

Sia

Bill ch

BW/rt



EGEIVE })
JUL 23 1958

Inter-Office Communication = textTRONIX, INC.
PORTLAND, OREGON

To: George Edens Date: July 15, 1958

a “OUSTON
Subject! Radiation Spectrometer

Dear George:

I talked to Stig Ekroot of M. D. Anderson Hospital concerning

the proposed Radiation Spectrometer and will condense his views for

your use.

Stig thinks that there is a fairly good market in this area for a

good Radiation Spectrometer and would like to be informed of the

developments if we proceed to build one. At the present time, he

has three radiation Spectrometers in the hospital and suggested

that the following places either have one or could use one:

University of Houston = Physics Lab.

Rice Institute - Physics Lab.

Methodist Hospital

Since this is a rush request, I will forward this info and look into

the subject deeper if anybody desires.

I would like about five copies of the description of this instrument

for further evaluation of the proposed equipment by several individuals.

Best regards,

Warren Vee

NR: amb



() EGEIVE |p)
JUL 23 1958

TEKTRONIX, INC.
PORTLAND, OREGON

| RECEIVETo: George Edens cl j FH) Date: July 14, 1958
JUL 10 1958

ne ee DAM LIL/A\
CHICAGO OFFICE

Inter-Office Communication

Subject: Radiation Spectrometer

Dear George,

Don't have any customer comments available until I can visit NEMO project

at Convair. Well Surveys will also be a source when next I can call there.

I assume the spectrometer cooked up by Oak Ridge does the same basic job

as a grey-wedge system. If so, would guess that a number of customers

now using grey-wedge techniques might be very much interested in such a

modified 515. Big question is just how much of an improvement does Oak

Ridge's spectrometer represent? Since the "pump down" circuit represents

a 3,000 to 100,000 count-down divider, would seem that +1% changes in

count would be expected from ripple and noise. A_ sh wmpte

Conclusion:

1) I'd like to have a little more complete run-down on how Oak

Ridge's system outperforms previous methods;

2) Are we free to discuss Oak Ridge's system with any and all customers?

3) Oak Ridge's approach seems to be an ingenious attack on the

spectrometer problem---several problems appear to be solved by

their circuié design.

Best regards,

Sandy

bm



EGEIVE
lnter-Office Communication UU) 96 ggg

TEKTRONIX, INC.
PORTLAND, OREGON

To: George Edens 
Date: June 24, 1958

toinviatasz ti
e

From: Will Marsh 
ei th tis ‘ al | r

1 \ a , ; , | ‘
an ee ) 

|

Subject! Qak Ridge---Radiation Spectrometer

Dear Gecrge,

Oak Ridge has come up with 4 radiation spectrometer consisting of a

scintillation detector, a .odified 515A, and a Dudont Polaroid camera.

A description is enclosed.

They would like us to bid on a couple of these, but before we bid, we'd

like to have an idea of iis Gserainase to other Nuclear people.

Can we have an early comment from your offices that traffic with Nuclear

installations or applications?

Best,

Will ~ / F ,Hg {58 WY orbit sk Lee Fin bk
Wil/ pd ‘

s+ cme WGHIEAGO OFFICE mpeg mh Gh.

RECEIVED gyre ee
JUN 26 1958 jared fe

_ CHICAGO OFFICE wpe. fo fo [a

aeSaterday Morning- ¢ ne
Dear Inge:

Without having this looked at by some of my "radioactive customers" (Lowa State,
Washington U. and possibly but probably not Bendix I can't give much of an idea

of it's possible usefullness. The best I can do is to comment two weeks from

now after I return from St. Louis.

Re a. s /f

Cf a



Inter-Office Communication

MEGEIVE

JuL 10 eh Date: 7/8/58
TEKTRONIX, INC.

From: Bill Kladke PORTLAND, OREGON S\/ |) A\(G J S E

Subject: Oak Ridge Radiation Spectrometer

To: Will Marsh

Dear Will:

Since Scotty had already left when your memo arrived, I

took the liberty of making a survey of people who might

be interested in the Oak Ridge Type Radiation Spectrometer.

After talking to individuals at G.E., K.A.P.L. and R.P.I., I

found very little interest in this method of displaying

the distribution of energies of gamma rays. Some might be

interested if they knew the accuracy involved and the

relative merits of this system over other systems.

If you think it is worthwhile, please pass this information

along and I, in turn, will talk to more people in the

nuclear industry. In the meantime, I'll pass your document

on to the New York Offices for further comments.

Best regards,

etl ds

Bill

WK/eh

or
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OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY

OPERATED BY

UNION CARBIDE NUCLEAR COMPANY

DIVISION OF UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION

Bee
POST OFFICE BOX Y

OAK RIDGE, TENNESSEE

July 21, 1958

Mr. Charles A. Nolan

Engineer-in-Charge

Custom Instruments Dept.

Tektronix Inc.

P. O. Box 831

Portland /, Oregon

Dear Chuck:

I have received your letter of July th and have read your comments

on the RM5. I am disappointed, of course, in the position in which you

find yourself. However, things may not be entirely what they seem, and

I want to pass on certain further commehts.

We are not afraid to dig into a strange piece of gear, because we

are a group of physicists and electronics people of considerable experi-

ence. (Although we are now in the Thermonuclear Experimental Division,

this work was done while we were the Physical Electronics Group of the

Physics Division of ORNL. George Kelley, who published an early article

on a fast synchroscope in R.S.I. in 1947 is our group leader). In addi-
tion, Tektronix scopes are not strange to us because we have known them

and used them for many years. We consider them to be the "only" oscillo-
scope for our kind of work. Consequently, when we were approached to

design this particular piece of gear, the 515 was chosen as the logi-

cal vehicle to carry the little bit of specialized equipment that it

did not ordinarily provide.

I agree with your field people in the undesirability of this instru-

ment as a laboratory type gamma-ray spectrometer. Not only can the energy

not be read very accurately, but neither can the relative intensities at

the various energies. If we had intended to read intensity, we would

have lengthened the pulse and displayed only a perfectly horizonatalL

straight trace. Then we would have used a gray wedge to estimate the in7

tensities. However, the application in which this instrument is to be

used cannot be disclosed at this time. Suffice it to say, that the de-

sign requirements were partially dictated by the application, and partly

specified by us from our knowledge of the problem. We did not intend to

imply that this instrument might become "commercial" in the ordinary sense.
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I do mean to state that the guantity may become more or less commercial

if the agency that is to use them finds them suitable for their purpose,

and want to buy more. I do not think that it would ever become an instru-

ment that you could put your name on and sell in the same manner that you

do your oscilloscopes. I hope that this clears up any misunderstanding

about the future of the machine. I should reiterate that the intended

application is non-commercial, and can be considered research by a Federal

agency. Also, our services in design and procurement for this agency are

rendered at cost from Federal funds provided to us for the purpose.

We had hoped that if you made them for us it would be done on the

game basis on which we have similar things done by the nuclear instrument

companies. In these cases they are free to use the design afterwards,

if they so choose, but they need to be identified with the instrument only

as having made them on a contract basis to our exact specifications. There-

fore, we are asking you to provide a service for us, for a fee, rather

than asking you to establish a new marketable instrument line. If the

agency wants to expand the use of these instruments, you would be the

most logical vendor, having made the prototypes.

Our reasons for contacting you were threefold: First we wanted to

clear with you against the possibility of any patent troubles, or at

least to obtain from you a release to do this with your oscilloscope. The

second reason was to see if you would build them for us, because if you

did we would worry neither about the quality of the materials nor the

workmanship. The important thing is that these instruments must work,

and we felt that with your company we have a higher probability of this

than with anyone else that we could think of at the time. Third, it occurred

to us that in order to build them, you could intercept some 515 chassises

at an early enough stage of manufacture to result in savings to the tax-

payer. (We have a cost problem, since the auxiliaries-crystal camera,

etc. - will cost nearly $1200 per instrument).

If your interest in this instrument continues I would like to go

over the circuitry with you in very great detail. However, for right

now I shall confine myself to a brief statement of why we removed your

vertical amplifier. We did not mean to imply any incompetence in your

amplifier. Rather, since we have a very specialized application, we

replaced your vertical amplifier with a specialized amplifier for the

purpose with which we have had considerable experience. First of all the

linear amplifier must perform well a very definite function: namely it

must provide a voltage output that is proportional to the integral of

the charge input. The manner in which we do this is to integrate and

amplify with feed-back. We then, by means of a delay line, differ-

entiate, terminate the integration process. This is loosely called by

some people "delay line differentiation." Since the useable signals

at this point are small we then provide amplification with feed-back

stabilization of the gain to raise the signal level. The second "“aiti-

erentiation," provides an equal and opposite latter half of the pulse.

This is done to equalize the areas of the pulse above and below the base

line, to minimize cycle shifts of the base line and to assist in the

overload recovery. The entire amplifier should perform well under over

loads of several hundred to one; that is to say, it should recover guick-

ly and gracefully from an overload and not introduce any false initiations
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of sweeps due to afterpulse artifacts introduced by the delay lines. Small

"twiggles" introduced by delay line imperfections occur on all signals.

When the signal in question is very large, the "twiggles" can appear as

normal-sized signals. The overload performance of your amplifier is not

necessarily inadequate, it is just that we felt it necessary to provide

the necessary circuitry to perform these specialized functions in a manner

that is well understood by us. Except for not providing these particular

functions, the only inadequacy that I can find in your amplifier is the

lack of feed-back. (If you are still interested in the problem, however,
chances are that we can get together for a detailed discussion)

I hope that this additional comment and explanation refreshes your

outlook on our problem and I anxiously hope that you can offer to build

these machines for us. Of course you realize that we must put these out

for bids, but if you can do it at all without modifying existing, com-

pleted 515 scopes it is very likely that you will be low bidder. Since

we can use a criterion of quality, workmanship, etc. we are not necessari-~

ly confined to the low bid.

This letter is the basis for the phone call that I will make to

you this day, and any additional comments that arise from the phone con~

versation are attached, and we desire, very greatly, to hear what your

latest reaction is.

Sincerely,

“* 5

\L. wt CA et. er

Craig Haris
THERMONUC LEAR EXPERIMENTAL DIVISION

am

Enelosre 1



OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY

OPERATED BY

UNION CARBIDE NUCLEAR COMPANY

DIVISION OF UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION

ee
POST OFFICE BOX Y

OAK RIDGE, TENNESSEE

July 21, 1958

Dear Chuck:

Tt was good to talk to you again. I had meant to get to this sooner

but things are pretty hectic here.

This is just a note to confirm some of the things we said in our

phone call today. We will probably approach you with a request for

bid when we have been informed that the money is available. Mean-

while certain items of redesign, namely, detector housing and shutter

release mechanism have not been finished. However, that will be

accomplished before we send out a request for bid.

We still hope, of course, that you people can contract to make these

instruments for us. Your offer of partially completed instruments

does open up some interesting possibilities. I realize that it would

not result in a reduction in purchase price of such oscilloscope; it

would enable us to deal with nuclear instrument companies that are

more familar with this sort of thing, and who might find it a bit

easier since they are already set up to do it. Such partly completed

instruments would remove, of course, the labor and overhead charge on

ripping out the unused items.

As far as drift in the instrument is concerned, drift should be equal

to, or better than the original 515, since only the last group is DC

connected. Of course, we talkéd about the fact that the continuator

should be AC connected on the input side. This would remove the drift

due to the second group and prevent possible shifts due to DC changes

at the input of the last group caused by switching positions on the

continuator.

Thank you for your time and we are eager to hear from you.

Sincerely,

¥ »
j ga Ps

i wt fh Anni a

Craig Hep ts

am
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Mr, Craig Harris
Thermonuclear Experimental Div,

Oak Ridge Netional Laboratory

P.O, Box X
Oak Ridge, Tennessee

Dear Craig:

itve been intending to answer your letter, but it took longer than I

anticipated to digest the information which you had sent. Your
description of the RMS equipment is certainly quite complete; and
considering the limited time in which you had to work, you did a
magnificent job. I was particularly impressed with the outward
appearance of the instrument in the photograph, You fellows certainly

aren't afraid to dig into a strange piece of gear, though I suppose

before you finished, this was far from strange.

On paper this modification which you had deseribed on the phone is a

little more involved than I had anticipated. I can certainly see where
there is a need for a device such as this, We have had inquiries over

the past few years for an instrument of this types; however, in general

we prefer to do our own circuit design. Did you find that the regular

_ $15 amplifier did not perform adequately under the overload conditions
_ which you had described?

Since your inquiry we have put out a "feeler” to our field people as

to the advisability of producing an instrument of this type. We have

recently received several answers which indicate that this specific

type meets with some opposition, due to inability to read energy

levels to the accuracy required, In the case of a new instrument

useful in a field relatively foreign to us, particularly where the

modification to a standard instrument is moderately complex, we need

to have some assurance thet this instrument might satisfy, or nearly

satisfy, several users' needs,

This is not to say that we have cooled off, but rather we are wondering

if you would secept anything but what you had deseribed, From your
rather complete description of the instrument you require, it's quite

apparent that someone spent a lot of time arriving at the detailed
changes necessary, Henee, I could understand your reluctance to consider

De. a



Mr, Craig Harris > . s

anything else. I guess what it really boils a oS

ourselves between the devil and the deep blue sea in that we dm

want to put our nane on something which we have not designed ourselves
and in this case there would be a need for a lot of background work and
understanding before we could intelligently know what we were shooting

for, For ten instruments the outlook isn't too bright for justifying

the time and effort expended wiless we were reasonably certain that

the completed instrument would satisfy the needs of others,

I would appreciate your reactions or comments, and I am sorry to sound

a little bit discouraging,

Cordially,

Custom Instruments Dept.

CAN/dvn

ecr BB, /P.A.T °
WM,



OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY
OPERATED BY

UNION CARBIDE NUCLEAR COMPANY

ee
POST OFFICE BOX X

OAK RIDGE, TENNESSEE

June 13, 1958

Mr. C. A. Nolan

Tektronix, Inc.

P. 0. Box 831

Portland, Oregon

Dear Chuck:

Enclosed you will find the description of what we did to the 515 to

make it into an RM-5. I am sorry I am so late in sending this, but I

got in the position of having to do a rather complete description anyway

for the purpose of describing it to the other possible bidders.

You will probably receive an inquiry from our Purchasing Department

asking you to state an intention to bid. That is all we can do at the

moment since we have no money right now. As soon as our money is avail-

able, we will put out a more complete description and an exact specifica-

tion and ask for bids.

T believe that the enclosed material is quite descriptive of the in-

strument as it now stands. Before it is put out forfinal bids, however,

we will redesign the detector unit to make a more portable, totally-enclosed

unit. (The photograph showing the detector, shows the actual contents of

the enclosed unit.) In addition, we will surely redesign the shutter release

mechanism, and we might even come up with a more suitable camera. These

cameras are frightfully expensive for the quality in them. I suppose it is

the Polaroid back that makes them expensive. One thing we will almost

sureful do in the final instrument is to put in a normally closed time delay

relay to provide graticule illumination at the beginning of each photograph.

One thing we would like to do if we can work it out is to have an illuminated

numeral appear in the photograph to give a recorded indication of which

energy range the amplifier is set on. Any ideas you have in this respect

would be gratefully received.

T am enclosing a photograph (taped to the front of the description) that
gives a sample of a spectrum photograph. The subject is the gamma radiation

from Cst37 which has essentially a single energy of 661 kev. (The energy
range is 0.9 Mev.) This line can be seen as well as the Compton distribution

of partial interactions in the crystal. The undeflected base line can be

seen at the bottom. This was inserted automatically by the action of the ex-

posure counter.
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We will be in touch with you in the future to ascertain your interests

in making some of these and to discuss any details that seem appropriate.

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions.

Sincerely yours,

Co “ \

Craig Hayris

Thermonuclear Experimental Div.

CHsxb

Encl.



OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY
OPERATED BY

UNION CARBIDE NUCLEAR COMPANY
A DIVISION OF UNION CARBIDE AND CARBON CORPORATION

EE
POST OFFICE BOX Y

OAK RIDGE, TENN.

May 19, 1958

Mr. C. A. Nolan

Tecktronix, Inc.

P. 0. Box 831

Portland 7, Oregon

Dear Chuck:

T was glad to meet you by telephone last week and am happy to

know that you are interested in our problem.

T promised to send you in crude form a description of the modi-

fications which we did; however, I find that our descriptive material

is so crude, at this point, that it would not make much sense to you.

Therefore, I hope that you will forgive me if I delay long enough to

make it more legible and to jot down sufficient descriptive words to

accompany it.

Our Purchasing Department informs me that we cannot place a

direct contract but mist place it on bid. For this reason, they com-

plained a little bit about my sending you this material. However, since

we are going to have to place the item out for bids, and since each

possible vendor will have the material to examine at great length, they

will agree to my sending you the material if I inform them as to what

was sent. I mst say that the way in which the machine will be described

will necessarily be to your advantage, but I do not feel that this is

a calamity. I do hope to get the material out to you in about 10 days.

Thank you very much for calling and we certainly do appreciate

your interest in this matter. You will be hearing from us soon.

Sincerely yours,

7, ,
CCH:dtp Craig Fl rris



October 16, 1958

Mr, C, ©. Harris

Thermonuclear Experimental Division

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

P.O, Box X

Oak Ridge, Tennessee

Dear Craig:

In response to your letter of October 2, we would be willing to supply

six to ten partial SISA Oscilloscopes as per your letter - in addition

the instrument would not have a front panel included - at a price of
$600 each for a minimum of six instruments, and at the present t ime

Sinee it would be impractical to do a complete test job on the

instruments, we would make certain the power supply is regulating and
that the sweep generator functions, but that would be the extent of
testing done by us.

Craig, you indicated that you would like the entire vertical amplifier
omitted, It seems in our other correspondence you had intended to
keep in the output amplifier,

ineidentally, one of our boys in Dallas, Texas had heard about this
instrument and indicated he knew of a small company in Dallas which
might be interested in bidding on this. The name of the firm is
Summers and Mills, ine., located at 911 West Commerce Street, Dallas,
Texes. I don't know whether you week be inbaseetes fa Gan, but
this would be up to you,

Delivery of these partial instruments would likely teke about six
weeks,

Sincerely,

TEKTRONIX, INC.

MWB ic
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UNION CARBIDE NUCLEAR COMPANY

ug
POST OFFICE BOX X

OAK RIDGE, TENNESSEE

October 2, 1958

Mr. Charles A. Nolan

Engineer -in-Charge

Custom Instruments Department
Tektronix, Inc.

P. O. Box 831

Portland 7, Oregon

Dear Chuck:

In confirmation of today's phone conversation, I would like to know

if you can supply to our successful bidder on the RM5's the following:

Six to ten 515A oscilloscopes modified. as follows:

1. VERTICAL AMPLIFIER. Omit entire vertical amplifier, including Sw 301,

and Sw 321, up to R 390 and R 400. Omit R 390, R 398, R 399.

2. DELAY LINE. Léave in, complete.

3. CALIBRATOR. Omit entirely except for tube sockets.

4, SWEEP TRIGGER (or TIME BASE TRIGGER)

Omit Sw 5, Sw 20

R2, R3, RU, R5, RG, RO, R19, Rl, R22, R23, R24, R25, R27, R28,

R29, R39, RuO
C3, 04, G9, C20, C21

5. SWEEP TRIGGER (or TIME BASE GENERATOR)
Omit. Sweep Timing Switch, Sw 155 and all attached components

V180A and V180B except for socket

6. SWEEP AMPLIFIER (or HORIZONTAL AMPLIFIER)

Omit. Sw 200, V 210

R210, R211, R214, R215, R216, R238, R240

C210, C215

7. POWER SUPPLIES. Leave in, complete.



It is realized that to remove all of the above might cause you in-

convenience; therefore, we propose that you remove as much of the above

as is possible. Those components that are switch-mounted should be easy

to omit. To speed delivery I will not request that the vertical amplifier

section be punched according to the new layout.

I would appreciate a statement from you as to just what you can con-

veniently supply. Since it is necessary for us to inform our prospective

vendors as to supply and cost, it would help a great deal if you can give

a rough idea of the cost. Some rough idea of delivery time would be of

great help.

I would appreciate hearing from you at your earliest convenience.

Sincerely yours,

*

C. C. Hafris

Thermonuclear Experimental Division

CCH:rlb



SUMMERS and MILLS, Ine.
Designers, Manufacturers

811 WEST COMMERCE
CUSTOM ELECTRONICS 

DALLAS &, TEXAS
APPARATUS ann SYSTEMS 

PHONE Ri 1-4246

R DEG 11 4gc8 9 December 1958
1X, NC. ,

EK — OREGON
Mr. Will Marsh

Tektronix ine,

Post Office Box 83]

Portland 7, Oregon

Dear Will:

I'm sorry you had Influenza - both because you didn't feel
very well and because it kept me from getting to talk to you. Sandy
and | are glad you are back on the job.

1 am going to send in our bid on the ‘scopes with the assumption
that we buy complete units, amendment to be made later if justified. De-
livery of the completed projects is desired by the Ides of March, and I
feel that will not be possible if we throw something special at you. {|
feel, also, that their desire to eliminate all the sweep circuits will
cost them Just as much In the long run, since we will have to replace
the circuits exclusive of the range selection. Nevertheless, | am ine
cluding the specifications just as they wrote them and would appreciate
a triplicated answer from you giving an estimate of cost and delivery
of stripped down 'scopes as they wanted them. Their specs follow:

V. PROCUREMENT OF PARTS

A. The seller shall supply! Tektronix, Inc. 10 partially
_ completed 515A oscilloscopes according to the following

specifications (part numbers refer to original Tektronix
numbers) :

1. Vertical Awplifier: Entire amplifier, with the
exception of the output stage, will be omitted,
All components up to the grids of V370A and V3708
will be omitted, in addition, R390, R398, and
R399 will be omitted.

2. Delay Line: Delay line will be Installed.

3. Calibrator: The calibrator will be omitted.

4. Time base trigger and time base generator will be
omitted, except for the tube sockets, which will
have heater connections made. Socket for V180
will have heaters for a 6201 tube wired Into the
socket.

gh
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5. Horizontal Amplifier will be left out up to

grids of V250A and V270A. Omitted will be
R256, R257, R258, R259 and C260. Socket for
V2i0 will be left in and heaters wired,

6. Power supplies shal! be included,

7. CRT circuit shall contain type TSSPIICRT
installed.

8. The above instruments are to be provided
without outer front panels.

9. The seller shall supply ten 515A instruction
books, ten blank panels (Sec, IV, Par. 88),
and ten blank graticules,

My comments are as follows and, if you concur on any or all ofthem, a written statement to that effect will add weight to my decision:

l.

wa

f

of i 7
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Leaving out vertical amplifier is fine but it may have
to be installed for you to test the delay iine. See
2 below.

Sandy tells me that a delay line is something you don't
just throw in. The delay line Is the only part of the
"scope we would be unable to adjust easily. Sandy ad-
mits he may be wrong on this matter.

It seems the calibrator could be left out If nothing
else could, Would doing so cause delay, however?

I feel that for us to put these back, even though they
would be simpler, would cost more than the sum of mod-
ification by us and the amount you would reduce the
price if you did leave out the sweep circuits, What's
more, the sweep circuit would be checked out on @ pro-
duction line basis. A further problem if you left outce the horizontal circuits as specified would be our pro-
curement of the correct ceramic terminal strips unless
they are Installed at the seme time as the tube sockets,

Comment 4 above applies here also.

No comment.

No comment except we want to make sure that any ‘scopesreceived on this job have the new light shields to pre-vent light leaks from inside the instrument.

wet
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Mr. Will Marsh - 3
9 December 1958

8. Perhaps you check instruments before front panelsare installed,

instruments without front panels.

in that case you could deliver

9. You could at the very least leave out the probesfrom a standard package, The blank panel wil]definitely be needed and would be desired with theCRT hole and graticule studs in place If practicable,We can make the Studs, but prefer to buy them fromyou even if we have to inste}] them.
the knurled nuts for the studs,

In summation, Please quote as fol lows:

Also provide

CA CREV'S TO RAVE Pri Phosphor)
ls’ Ten SISA instruments stripped as per above specifications._ a, Include cost of blank Panel, studs, and knurled nuts,Also include cost of ceramic component Strips,

Ten complete instruments less probes but including tenblank panels, forty studs, and forty knurled knobs.

3. Any stripped down combination on which you would bemore interested in quoting than tel ephone communicationshave Indicated would be your interest in I above, |suggest consideration of leaving out the calibrator forexample.

As | have said, we have to have our quote in by December |6th,
We are thus quoting as though we were getting comlete instruments, butleave the way open for a reduction if you find one justified.

Give my regards to Ear] and to his and your families. AVery Merry Christmas to all,

Sincerely,

SUMMERS AND MILLS, INC,

GCS:prs

cc: C. V. Sanford
Gerald C. 5S

dns
rs, Vice President
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UNION CARBIDE NUCLEAR COMPANY

ue
POST OFFICE BOX X

OAK RIDGE, TENNESSEE

October 28, 1958

Mr. Charles A. Nolan

Engineer -in-Charge

Custom Instruments Department

Tektronix, Inc.

P. O. Box 831

Portland 7%, Oregon

Dear Chuck:

Thank you for your letter of October 16, and for your offer to sell

to our vendor ten partial 515 oscilloscopes. We appreciate this offer

very much.

At the risk of pushing your generosity too far, I would like to pro-

pose a change in the degree of completion. It has come to my attention

that considerable relocation is necessary on the sweep deck in order to get

in all of the components for the exposure counter in the RM5. It is believed

that a substantial saving in labor can be achieved if the sweep deck is un-

wired except for heaters. Therefore, our proposal of October 2 would now

read:

Ten 5154 oscilloscopes modified as follows:

1. VERTICAL AMPLIFIER: Omit entire amplifier with the exception of the out-

put stage. This means omission of SW301 and SW32l, and all components

up to the grids of V370A and V3/70B. Also omit R390, R398, R399.

2. DELAY LINE: Leave in, complete.

3. CALIBRATOR: Omit entirely.

4, SWEEP TRIGGER (or TIME BASE TRIGGER), and SWEEP GENERATOR (or TIME BASE

GENERATOR): Omit completely except for tube sockets, heaters wired.

5S. SWEEP AMPLIFIER (or HORIZONTAL AMPLIFIER): Leave in output stage, omit
all else up to erids of V250A and V270A. Leave socket for V210 and

wire heaters. Omit R256, R257, R258, R259, and C260.

6. POWER SUPPLIES: Leave in, complete.

7+ CRI CIRCUIT: Leave in complete.

”



Mr. Charles A. Nolan October 28, 1958 Page Two

The enclosed sketch shows the sweep deck of the RM5. We would like to

have the sockets mounted and heaters wired for the tubes noted. We would

like to have the terminal strips mounted. We can mount the sockets for V830,

v840, and V850, and tie on to the heater bus, ourselves. It would’be nice,

however, to have mounted by you, two 10-terminal strips in the location shown,

by V840 and V850. Please note that with only one exception, our V820, the

heater wiring is the same as in the original 515A.

It is realized thatthis leaves you very little to test for proper operation.

However, if you can load the power supplies and get them working, we will

take the responsibility for the rest. Our vendor will make these instruments

on a construction specification only. We will get them working and make the

alignment here at ORNL.

It is also realized that to sell an "inoperative" instrument probably is

a breach of your policy, and we deeply appreciate your willingness to help

us out. Believe me, it is in a good cause. ©

Please let me know on this as soon as is convenient.

Sincerely yours,

Thermonuclear Experimental Division

CCH:rl1b

Enelosure
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TEKTRONIX PD GA

TEKTRONIX MISSION KAN 12-10-58

MSG TO RON GOARD

HAVE WE MADE A QUOTE TO ANYONE ON A PARTIALLY COMPLET
ED TEK TYPES515A

TO BE USED IN A SETUP FOR OAK RIDGE TENNESSEE UNDER T
HEIR REQUEST FOR

QUOTE - XX A24212-71, SECTION VA RM5 REVISION 0, ITEMS ONE

TO NINE.

IF WE HAVE QUOTED TO SOMEONE -- HOW MUCH ETC END OR GA

WILL CHECK AND LET U KNOW.

WUDNT KNOW HUOW MUCH UNLESS WE KNEW WHAT THE I
TEMS WERE THO.

D OF THIS, WUD U LIKE FOR



YE 1 ws, ‘ PRS
WAS GOING TO SAY IF WE CUDNT FIND RECORD, DO U WANT TO LIST THE

PARTS AND WE LL FIND OUT IF WE CAN DO, WILL DO AND PRICES Sian

GA Or, WF ke
THIS IS FOR A CUSTOMER WHO TALKED TO GEOFF AND THE CUSTOMER ste 78 959
REAL POSITIVE THAT TEK HAS HAD WORD OF THIS PARTICULAR JOB FROM

SOMEWHERE ELSE AND WILL KNO ALL ABOUT WHAT THE PARTIALLY COMPLETE

915A IS SUPPOSED TO CONSIST OF. RON IS THE ONLY ONE WHO MITE KNO AS

GEORGE IS HERE AND THEY HAVENT HEARD OF IT IN CHI. GEOFF SAYS THE

MAN HAS PUT A COPY OF THE SPECS FOR THE WHOLE SET UP O XX IN THE MAIP

FOR US AND THAT IT INCLUDES THE 515A WE SHUD GET THIS TOMORROW AND

IF RON DOESNT KNO ANYTHING ABOUT THIS WHEN U CALL BACK WELL EITHER

TWX MORE INFO TOMORROW OR TELECALL TO HIM OK HUH

GA

OK WILL LET U KNOW

END ER

BY THE WAY THIS CO MUST HAVE THEIR QUOTE IN THE MAIL NO LATER THAN &

, ) mTHIS FRI PM SO THAT IS THE REASON FOR THE HURRY UPL cn

END LB te . a

| nN \ly
/ ‘

VA

VEND ER an | | Nie

AO clk



December 12, 1958
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TEKTRONIX, INC.
YPOTT Ar rk DIU

Attention: Mr. Stropes PORTLAND, CREGON

Dear Mr. Stropes:

This will confirm our telephone conversation of this afternoon in
whieh I gave you the following quotation.

10 each Partially completed Tektronix Type 515A Oscilloscopes
per specifications agreed on with Mr. Craig Harris -

Instruments only (including Instruction :Manuala). . $6000.00

10 each Blank Front Panels (uapunched) .... +++ 5 + 2 $ 50.00

| $6050.00

Also Available if necessary:

10 each Blank Front Subpanele (unpunched) . . 2. 2 ++ 2 + $ 25.00

Tektronix terms are Net Thirty Daya, F.0.B. factory, Portland, Oregon.

Retimated shipping charges vie REA (5808). «8 ® © © @ @ @ $ 110.00
As Mrs. Boyd explained to you shipping charges via over-the-road uethods

are come cheaper; however, there is less possibility of shipping damages

vie REA. We will be happy te ship via whatever method you specify.

80 each Tek #114-055 Variable Goii. « (€31.75 @he)s * e8@ © @ $ 35.00

- Ze should be understood that the figures quoted here apply only te

this specific arrangement made as an accomodation to Mr. Harris, and
would not apply to future orders for the same materials.

The estimated shipment capability of approximately six weeks, which I

gave you in our telephone conversation, is, as I explained, a very broad
estimate and may vary from thie figure.

Lf we can help you further, Mr. Stropes, feel free to call any time.

Sincerely yours, ,

: Geoffrey A. Gass, Field Engineer

GAG: lab
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December 10, 1955

& sloweacegunt of long standing, by the way)

@ quote on 10 ~ S15A's, including 10 blank
vely reworked along lines similar to the

amng tbe

y 100 of anybroe

d

ec:Will Merah



December 12, 1958

Mr. Gerald ¢. Summers

Summers and Mills, Ine.

Gli West Commerce

Dalles S, Texas

Dear Jerry,

Thenks for your note+-«.since time is short I'll get right dow to the

meat of the problem.

The best quote we can make timewlee, is to quote the regular 515A plus
blank penels, gratieule studs and muita, and less probes, for $750 each,
shipment within three weeks or sooner after receipt of order. For ten

instruments there would be 2% quantity discount.

For “Option A", according to the enclosed sheet (this is the seme as
outlined in your letter, exeept more detail) the charge would be $600
per instrument, plus $5 each for blank panels, blenk graticules, grati-
eule studs and nute, and edfitional ceramic strips. The lumpy part of

this denl is the shipment delay; it will take at least six weeks, and

possibly longer to process the special, Leaving-out features. Also, no
quantity aiscount on theee specials.

We have had several inquiries shout this, so other people are interested.

As I wderstand it, your invitetion from Oak Ridge is for untested unites.

I think you would be buying trouble for quoting units complete and tested

because this is where you can easily get into unanticipated difficulties,
end I dowbt very much if any other bidder will suggest this.

tm your comments:

1. The delay Lines are pre-tweaked before going into scopes. Adjusting the

line te an arbitrary amplifier wouldn't buy anything.

2. Bee above.

3. Ho more delay to leave out calibrator.

4, I€ you pull all this stuff out, your pretest won't be completely valid

anyhow, We will throw in necessary ceramic strips.



Me. Gerald: C. Gumers , a2 Deceniber 12, 1956

6, OK.

7. Pll, OK.

8. Right.

It's too late to modify the conditions of Option A now, Jerry; we have to

quote the same to all comers, end time is getting thin. —

I hope this works out a little smoother then it looks from here.

Best of luck,

TEXTRONIX, INC.

Will Maxsh

Service Manager

we /ed
enue.

ec: Tektronix, Inc.

6211 Denton Brive
P. 0. Box 35104
Dallas 35, Texas



OPTION A.

. VERTICAL AMPLIFIER. Omit entire vertical amplifier, including 8W301 and

-BW32L, up to R390 and ROO. Omit R390, R396, R399.

ae DELAY LINE. Leave in, complete,

3. GALIBRATOR. Omit entirely except for tube sockets.

4, SYEMP TRIaGER (or TIME BASE TRIGGER)
Omit SWS, Sweo

Re, RS, Re, RS, BG, RLO, RAL, R22, R23, RBs, R25, RAT, RAB, R29, R39, RAO
G3, Ch, ¢9, C20, C21

| Ge SYEEP TRIGGER {or TIME BASE ong rere Arye R)

| ar Pane cen Sue FENG? OOS MEL Reteehed compeneene


